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o celebrate 225 years of Lancaster newspapers, we present this week-
ly series of 52 front pages from throughout our history. Many feature 
events that would shape the course of world history. Some feature 
events of great local importance. Still others simply provide windows 
into the long-ago lives of Lancaster County residents. Make sure to 
check in every week, and enjoy this trip through time with LNP.
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On Monday, June 25, 2018, the long mystery 
of who murdered schoolteacher Christy 
Mirack was very likely put to rest — 9,317 
days after the crime was committed.

Lancaster police arrested Raymond Rowe, known 
professionally as “DJ Freez,” at his home. County 
residents, some of whom remembered Mirack 
and others who had heard the story told over the 
preceding quarter-century, were stunned. How did 
they get him? 
And what took so long?
On the morning of Dec. 21, 1992, Mirack was 
found dead by strangulation in her home. In the 
years that followed, hundreds of suspects were 
interviewed, as Mirack’s parents, Vincent and 
Gerry, offered a $10,000 award for information 
regarding the case. While family, friends and 
concerned citizens kept up the hunt, local police 

would later say that the case had gone cold before 
a chance email from a company called Parabon 
NanoLabs. Offering a service known as Parabon 
Snapshot Genetic Genealogy, Parabon pitched 
Lancaster County officers on something akin to 
the popular 23andMe DNA collecting service, but 
for potential help with cold cases.

Using a DNA sample from Mirack’s carpet the day 
she was murdered, police connected the familial 
match to Rowe. 

In the quarter-century since the murder occurred, 
Rowe had built a successful and very visible career 
as a party DJ throughout Central Pennsylvania. 
Rowe even organized anti-violence efforts in the 
local hip-hop community.

Rowe clearly chose not to separate himself too 
many miles from the scene of the crime. In 1992, 
Rowe lived only four miles from Mirack.

After the DNA match was discovered, Rowe’s 
next party gig would be the May 31, 2018, party 
for Smoketown Elementary Schoolers graduating 
to Conestoga Valley Middle School. Undercover 
officers gathered a water bottle and chewing 
gum to test against the rug samples and came 
back with an unrelated match probability of 1 in 15 
nonillion, which translates to a 1 in 15,000,000,000
,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 chance that the 
DNA didn’t match.

According to District Attorney Craig Stedman, this 
was the first time this type of DNA technology 
was used to solve a homicide case in Pennsylvania.

With dozens of unsolved homicides still on the 
dockets in Lancaster County, it’s only a matter 
of time until emerging technology leads to a 
resolution of the next closed case.
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